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Abstract 
Dougherty, D.J., A strong Bake Category Theorem for products. Topology and its Applications 
39 (1991) 105-112. 
The notion of a set’s depending on a given coordinate in a product space is briefly developed, 
and the following generalization of the Baire Category Theorem is proved: when 9 is a family 
of dense open subsets of a product of pseudocomplete spaces such that each coordinate has 
countably many sets of 9 depending on it, then Z?$ has dense intersection. Under Martin’s Axiom, 
the hypothesis “countably many” may be replaced by “less than continuum many”. 
Keywords: Baire category, dependence set, pseudocompleteness. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. C/ass.: 54E52, 54A25, 54BlO. 
The Baire Category Theorem asserts that in suitable spaces, a countable family 
of dense open sets has dense intersection. The Baire property is not preserved by 
formation of products; a proof using the Continuum Hypothesis is found in [4], a 
proof without CH is in [2], while [SJ treats linear spaces and groups. 
Oxtoby [4] identified the property of pseudocompleteness (Definition 3.2 below), 
which is roughly the conjunction of the conditions needed to support the usual 
proof of the Baire Category Theorem, and showed that this property is inherited 
by products. 
In general, passing to uncountable 
assumptions, such as Martin’s Axio 
pseudocomplete product s 
intersection, given a certain ho 
res set-theoretic 
), however, that in 
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condition is that the sets are largely independent of one another, in the sense that 
only countably many sets depend on any given coordinate. In the presence of 
Martin’s Axiom we can weaken “countably many” to “less than continuum many”. 
The notion of a set depending on a coordinate is elementary, but does not seem 
to enjoy a standard notation. Section 2 catalogs the definitions and basic facts we 
need. Section 3 contains a proof of the main result (Theorem 3.4) and the (easier) 
argument yielding the MA version. 
An application of the theorem proved in this paper can be found in [l], which 
treats the problem of decomposing an integer valued matrix according to certain 
constraints-the problem is related to the transversal problem for infinite sets. 
Notation. Throughout the paper, X will be a product fl (Xi 1 i E I}, with the product 
topology. We use i, j for elements of the index set I, and J for subsets of I. Points 
of a topological space are denoted x, y, z, block letters other than J denote subsets 
of spaces, script letters denote families of such subsets. The ith projection function 
is pri, and cl(A) denotes the closure of A. Lowercase Greek letters are ordinals, 
with K always a cardinal; we identify the natural numbers with W. 
2. Dependence sets and determining sets 
Definition 2.1. Let ASH {XiliE I}. 
(1) The dependence set of A, dep( A), is 
(2) A set J c I determines A, J det A, if 
vxVy((Vj E J (x(j) = y(j))) + (x E A-y E A)). 
Examples. If B is a nonempty basic open set, then dep( B) is {i 1 pri( B) Z X,}, and 
dep( B) determines B. This is not a general characterization of dependence sets, 
however. In 2”, the set C consisting of the two constant functions has all of w as 
dependence set, but each pri( C) is onto. 
Lemma 2.2. If x E A and y(i) = x(i) for all but finitely many i, each qf which is not 
in dep(A), then y E A. 
roof. Immediate from Definition 2.1. Cl 
.3. (1) dep(A)=dep(X\A). 
(2) dep(U d) c U WepW 1 A E- 4. 
(3) deptfj st%AJ{dep(A)(A~&. 
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roof. (1) Clear. 
(2) Let i E dep(U &). Then there are x E U d and ye U ti with x(j) =y(j) 
whenever j f i. Choosing A, E d with XE A,, we see that yti A,, so in dep(A,), 
hence i E lJ {dep(A) 1 A E ~4). 
(3) Use (1) and (2). Cl 
. (1) J det A if and only if J det(X\A). 
(2) Ifv~~c~(J,detA,), then u{J,,I~<~}detu{A,Icu<~}. 
(3) ZfVa<~(J,detA,), then U{J,Ia,<K}detr){A,la<K}. 
roof. ( 1) Clear. 
(2) LetxEU{A,( I r-=ch)andletyagreewithxonU{J,(~<K).ThenifxEA,,,, 
y agrees with x on JO,,, so YE A,,,, so y4J (A,, Ia <K}. 
(3) Use (1) and (2). Cl 
a 2.5. Let d be a fami1.v of nonempty sets with pairwise disjoint determining 
sets. Then n ti f 8. 
roof. Let & = {A, I cy < K}, with J, det A,, choose x, E A,, and let y be arbitrary. 
Define z by setting z(i)=x,(i) when iEJ,, and z(i)=y(i) for iEU{JaIa<K}. 
Then 2En&. 0 
emma 2.6. Zf B is a basic open set of X and A an arbitrary subset of X, B E A, th 
3 B’ basic open such that B c B’ E A and dep( B’) c dep( A). Furthermore, if cl( B) G 
then cl( B’) G A as well. 
roof. If B = 0, take B’ = B. Now assume B # 0. Let B’ be the basic open set whose 
ith projection is pri( B) for i E (dep( B) n dep(A)), and Xi otherwise. 
It is clear that B c B’ and that dep( B’) c dep(A). To see that B’c A, choose 
X’E B’. For each i E (dep( B)\dep(A)), reset the ith entry of x’ (if necessary) to land 
inside pri( B); call the new point x. Now, x E B, since x(i) E pri( B) for each i E dep( B). 
(For i E (dep( B)\dep( A)) this is immediate, and for i E (dep( 3) n dep(A)), x(i) = 
x’(i) E pri( B’) = pr’( u”)). S o x E A. But none of the i OAI which x’ and x differ is in 
dep(A), by construction of B’, and there are only finitely many since B is basic, SO 
by Lemma 2.2 X’E A, and we are finished. 
The assertion about the closures is proved by substituting “cl(B)” and “d(B')" 
for “B” and “B’” in the preceding paragraph, using the fact that the closure of a 
product is the product of the closures. Cl 
Corolla 
sets sue 
.7. Let A be op 
at for each such 
can be written as a union of basic open 
Write A as any asic seas, t _ _ 
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Corollary 2.8. If AS X is open or closed, then dep( A) det A. 
roof. We observed earlier that the statement is true for basic open sets. For arbitrary 
open A, use Corollary 2.7 to write A as IJ {B, 1 a < K}, with each dep( B,) c dep( A). 
Since each dep( &) det B,, Lemma 2.3 implies that U {dep( &) 1 CY < K) det A. But 
U (dep( B,) 1 a < K} C_ dep( A), so dep( A) det A. The statement for closed sets follows 
from Lemma 2.3. Cl 
Examples. A tail set is a T G X such that if x and y differ at only finitely many 
coordinates, then x E T if and only if y E T. Tail sets, then are precisely those sets 
with empty dependence set. On the other hand, T is a tail set if and only if every 
cofinite set determines T. Thus dependence are not, in general, determining sets. 
However, for any set A it is true that dep( A) is a subset of any set J which determines 
A. Moreover, for open or closed sets, we can describe the collection of determining 
sets of A as the principal filter generated by dep(A). This property is not well 
behaved under union or intersection, though. For example, in 2”, {x1x(i) = 0 
infinitely often} is a G5 tail set. 
3. Two intersection theorems 
Given a collection 9 of dense open sets of 2 product, Theorems 3.4 and 3.8 
strengthen the Baire Category Theorem by showing that n 9 is dense given a small 
cardinality for the collection of sets depending on each coordinate (rather than a 
small cardinality for the entire collection 9). 
The hypotheses needed for the spaces involved are simply those used in the usual 
proof of the ordinary Baire Category Theorem. The following two definitions are 
repeated from [4]. 
Definition 3.1. A pseudobase W is a collection of nonempty open sets such that for 
all nonempty open U, there is a WE W with WE U. 
Definition 3.2. A space is pseudocomplete if 
(I) for every nonempty open U there is a nonempty open V, with cl( V) c_ U, and 
(2) there is a sequence ( W,),, o of pseudobases such that whenever (W,J,,, 
is a sequence of open sets with each W,, E W,, and each cl( W,,,) E Wn, then 
fUW,l-+% 
In particular, complete metric spaces and locally compact Hausdorff spaces are 
pseudocomplete, and the standard proof of the Baire Category Theorem is a proof 
that pseudocomplete spaces are Baire. Surprisingly in light of the fact that the Baire 
property is not preserved under products, pseudocompleteness is. We sketch 
Oxtoby’s proof: 
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Lemma 3.3. A product of pseudocomplete spaces is pseudocomplete. 
roof. For each i E I, let Xi be pseudocomplete with sequence of pseudobases 
(ccy-~),E,- We may assume that Xi E Wl for each n. Let W,, be the set of all sets of 
the form fl{ Wi 1 i E I} such that Wi E Wf, and (i 1 Wi Z Xi} is finite. It is easy to see 
that the W, are the required pseudobases. El 
We can now prove the main result of the paper. The idea is that a family 9~ of 
dense open sets can be partitioned into countable families each of whose (nonempty) 
intersections has determining set disjoint from the others. The construction of such 
a “coherent” subfamily is given by Lemma 3.5 below. 
Theorem 3.4. Let X = fl (Xi 1 i E I} be a product of pseudocomplete spaces and let $2 
be a family of dense open sets such that for each i E I, 
Il{DliEdep(D)III s k 
Then n 9 is dense. 
Lemma 3.5. Let X and 9 be as in the statement of Theorem 3.4, and let U be an open 
set. Then there exist 8 c 9, Y c X, J G I such that 
(1) y+0, 
(2) EE 2%(U) implies YG E, 
(3) J det Y, 
(4) J c U {dep(W 1DE W LJ dep( W, 
(5) for D&S, Jndep(D)#(b implies DE Z’. 
roof of Theorem 3 Let U be open; we iterate applications of Lemma 3.5. Define 
go to be 9, U0 to be U, and let &, YO, and JO be given by the lemma. For cy > 0, 
if B\lJ ( %‘,, I y < a} # 0, call this 9,, let Ua be an arbitrary element of 9,, and use 
the lemma to obt.Gn sets &, YU: and J.,, Let (T be the ordinal such that lJ {E’,, 1y < 
a} = 9. Observe that for p > 0, JP E U {dep( D) 1 D E Q) by clause (4) of the lemma 
and the choice of UP. 
Since each D E 9 appears in some ‘8’=, and U E 2&, clause (2) of the lemma tells 
us we are finished, once we see that fl { Y, I a < CT} # 0. Since each Ja det Y*, we 
need only argue that the J, are pairwise disjoint (by Lemma 2.4). 
So, choose cy < /3 < CT. We know that JP c U (dep( D) 1 DE STP}. But each dep( 
for D E 5&, is disjoint from J,, since otherwise (by (5) of the lemma) such a 
would have been added to the earlier ‘&. This is impossible, since the %a are 
pairwise disjoint by construction of the 9,. Cl 
roof of Fix a sequence ( W,,),,Cw of pseudobases for X as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3. 
The sets Z’, Y, and J will be constructe dexed by natural numbers. 
The set Y will be an intersection of basi n setss jrc”st as in t e stanila< 2 Fiyof 
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of the Baire Category Theorem, but we do some bookkeeping of the dependence 
sets involved. At each stage s we define a basic open set Bs, add some sets to g, 
and add some indices to J. 
We maintain $5’ as a two-dimensional queue, pictured as a collection of columns, 
the sth column added at the sth stage. Each E E Zf is thus Et;,j, for some (one or 
more) i, j E W. Fix a bijection p from w x w to w such that p( i, j) 2 j; for example, 
take p(i,j)=i(i+j)(i+j+l)+i. The sth item of g is that E(i,,j, such that p(i,j)=s, 
if it exists. 
Initialize %’ and J to be empty. 
Stuge 0. Let W. E %fo such that cl( Wo) G U. Using Lemma 2.6, choose B. to be 
a basic open set such that W& B. E U, and dep( Bo) E dep( U ). 
Add dep( Bo) to J. Now, the set {DE 9 Idep( D) n dep( Bo) # 0) is countable, by 
c;r assumption about dependence sets and the fact that dep( Bo) is finite. Order 
this set in order type A0 - < o and add it to Z’ as the 0th column, i.e., as (E~i.~~, 1 i <A,}. 
(End Stage 0.) 
Stage s+ I. If there is no sth item of 8, let W,+l E W;+, satisfy cl( ws+,) 5 IV%, 
and let B,,, be X. If there is an sth item of %, call it D and proceed as in the next 
paragraph. 
Let IV,+ 1 E TV+, satisfy cl( W,+ ,) c ( W, n D). Using Lemma 2.6, choose B,,, to 
be a basic open set such that W%+ l c Bs+r c D, and dep( Bs+l) G dep( D). 
In any event, add dep(B,+,) to J. Order the set {DE 9 Idep(D)ndep(B,+,) #@} 
in order type A,+, d w and add it to % as the (s + l)st column, i.e., as { Eti,v+ ,,I i < A,+,}. 
(End Stage s+l.) 
This completes the construction of the B,, 8, and J; define Y to be n {B, I s E o}. 
We now verify (1) through (5) in the statement of the lemma. 
(I) Y=n(B,I s E w} c (7 { W,.. I s E w} which is nonempty by pseudocompleteness. 
(2) Y c U since B,G U. If E E 8, then E is added at some stage s, as E (i, s) for 
some i. But then E is the rth item of 8, where t = p( i, s), so E is treated at stage 
t+l>s, that is, B,r E, and so YG E. 
(3) Each depWdet B,, so U{dep(B,)Is~w}detn{B.&~,}, i.e., Jdet Y 
(4) If i E J, i E dep( B,) for some S. But we know that dep( Bo) c dep( U), and 
dep( B,+,) G dep(the sth item of %). 
(5) If i E J n dep(W, then for some S, i E (dep( B,s) n dep( D)), and so D is added 
to Z? at stage s+l. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. q 
Notes. (1) Oxtoby’s proof that pseudocomplete implies Baire is Theorem 3.4 
with 11 III = 1. When 9 is countable, the theorem is simply Oxtoby’s observation 
(5.1) in [4]. 
(2) Since a nontrivial open set will have a nonempty dependence set (by Corollary 
2.8), the condition above implicitly imposes a cardinality restriction on 53, namely, 
that 11911 CK, l IIIII. Of course, any given DE 9 may depend on many i E I, indeed, 
countably many D may depend on every i. 
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(3) For an easy application of the theorem, let X be [0, l]‘, and define Di to be 
(xEXIX(j)fO}.Thenn{DiIiEI)’ d IS ense, but this will not follow from the Baire 
Category Theorem if I is uncountable. 
We can improve Theorem 3.4 using Martin’s Axiom (MA), as follows. 
A space has the countable chain condition (c.c.c.) if every disjoint collection of 
open sets is countable. When the Xi are compact C.C.C. Hausdorff spaces, MA allows 
us to liberalize the dependence set requirement. The version of MA we invoke is: 
artin’s Axiom. Let X be a compact C.C.C. Hausdorflspace, and 8’ = (E, 1 cy < K < 2K9, 
a family of dense open subsets of X. Then n 8’ is dense. 
A consequence of MA is: 
mma 3.6 (MA). Any product of C.C.C. spaces is C.C.C. 
Proof. See, e.g., [3]. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let X=n {Xi(iE I} b e c.c.c., and let D G X be dense and open. Then 
3E C_ D, dense and open, with dep( E) a countable subset of dep( D). 
roof. Let 9 be a maximal pairwise disjoint collection of basic open sets contained 
in D. Then 9 is countable and U 9 is dense. For each FE 9, use Lemma 2.6 to 
find a basic open set E(F) with F c E(F) c D and having dep( E( F)) c dep( D). 
Let E=U(E(F)(FES}. 0 
(MA). Let X = (Xi I i E I) be a product of compact C.C.C. Hausdorfl 
spaces, and let 9 be a family of dense open sets such that for each i E I, 
]]{Dli~dep(D))II <2% 
Then n 9 is dense. 
Proof. X is C.C.C. by Lemma 3.6. By Lemma 3.7 then, we may assume without loss 
of generality that each D E 9 has countable dependence set. 
Define a graph with vertex set 9 by setting an edge between D and D’ iff 
dep( D) n dep( D’) f 8. Each D is immediately connected to less than 2Ko sets, since 
{ D’I D is connected to D’} is a countable union (taken over i E dep( D)) of <2Ko-size 
sets (those D’ such that I E dep( D’)). The connected components %’ of the graph, 
therefore, each have cardinality <2% A, for each such Z’, n 8’ is dense. 
Now, given two components 8, and &, any E, E 8’, and Ez E Z& have dep( E,) n 
dep( E2) = 0. Writing & for I_J {dcp(E) I E E E’}, we see that Jr det n 8 and that for 
8, Z &, &,nJy2 =(d. Thus n{n 818 onent) = n 9 Z 0. 
dense, since an arbitrary open set could have been ad 
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8 without affecting the argument, since all the n 25’ were dense. This completes the 
proof. Cl 
It might be hoped that a restriction of dependence sets might yield a strengthened 
category theorem, but the following example (adapted from [3]) is discouraging. 
In [0, l]“l, which is compact Hausdorff and c.c.c., let D,, = {x 1 x(a) # 0). Each Q! is 
in one dependence set, namely, that of D,#. But D = n {D, 1 a < w,} cannot be 
written as a countable intersection of dense open sets-such an intersection would 
have a countable determining set, while D clearly does not. Thus, it is not true that 
a union of less than continuum many first category sets is of first category, even 
under an extreme dependence set condition. 
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